**Ring Sizer**

*warning* You MUST PRINT this chart. It will NOT work if you try to measure directly from the monitor. Please note this chart represents ring sizes for the US & Canada.

1. **PRINT THIS CHART.** Prior to printing, ensure that Page Scaling is set to “None” on your print dialog box. (To open the print dialog box, press CTRL+P).

2. **CONFIRM THAT YOU PRINTED THE CHART CORRECTLY.**

   Measure one of the bars in this box using a ruler. This bar must measure to be exactly 1 inch (or 30 mm) long. If the bar on the left is not exactly 1 inch (or 30 mm) long, you have not printed this chart correctly. Please go back to Step 1 and try again before proceeding to Step 3.

3. **FIND YOUR RING SIZE BY USING ONE OR BOTH METHODS BELOW.** Please note that our ring is wider than average so if your measurement is between sizes, please order one size up (larger). The average ring size for a man is size 9 to size 13. The average ring size for a woman is size 5 to size 9.

   **Method A**
   Measure a ring that fits you (or your intended recipient):
   Place a ring that fits you over the circle, making sure the inside of the ring lines up with the outside of the circle. If you are between sizes, order the larger size.

   ![Ring sizes for Method A](chart1.png)

   **Method B**
   Cut out the ring sizer. Cut small slit that is marked with an arrow. Place ring sizer comfortably around finger by slipping pointed end through the slit, numbers facing out. Secure the ring sizer by pulling the pointed end snugly around your finger like a belt, but allow some room for movement. Make sure that you can still slide the ring sizer over your knuckle at the same size. Your approximate ring size should be the number that appears where it says “Read Size Here”. If you are between sizes, order the larger size.

   ![Ring sizes for Method B](chart2.png)
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